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Good Evening everyone, thank you for allowing me this opportunity to present my research with you today. My name is Siobhan Evans, I am a master of planning student at Dalhousie University. Last year I started following the process of the Accessibility Act into proclamation and became  interested in researching and learning about accessibility issues within Halifax. I had the opportunity with the help of Mikiko to take on this research project to assess Halifax and Nova Scotia’s social sustainability and inclusion by conducting a policy document review of various plans and policies, that is what I will be talking about today. 
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Tonight I will discuss in more detail the gist of my research project, my research methods and the findings that I found within the document review. I will then give you an overview of the strengths and weaknesses and provide recommendations to improve inclusion and social sustainability. 



Objectives

Identify who is accommodated or not and what aspects of life are being 
addressed within accessibility policies

Address the areas for improvement for accessibility plans and policies 
to become socially inclusive and sustainable

Offer recommendations as a way to address gaps within Nova Scotia 
and Halifax policies to improve inclusivity and social sustainability
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Since the Nova Scotia Accessibility Act was proclaimed it has started to improve the level of accessibility within the province. With that I deemed it was important to understand where current plans and policies fit in meeting the goal for the province to become fully accessible by 2030. I have three research objectives, the first is to identify who is accommodated or not and what aspects of life are being addressed within accessibility policies. Second is to address the areas for improvement for accessibility plans and policies to become socially inclusive and sustainability in Halifax and NS.Third, to offer recommendations as a way to address gaps within Nova Scotia and Halifax Policies. I identified four different document categories, Municipal Planning Strategy’s, LUB, Provincial Acts and Regulations and other plans and policy documents. For the sake of timing today I will only show you the overall findings. My final report can be sent to you once it is completed in a couple weeks time for more detail. 



Method: Aspects of Life
Delivery & receipt of goods 
& services
Information &
communication
Public transportation & 
transportation 
infrastructure 

Employment 
Housing
Recreation & sports
Education 
Built environment
General Accessibility
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With those documents I reviewed them to identify if they addressed any of the various aspects of life listed here with types of disabilities. The aspects of life I included are delivery and receipt of goods and services, information and communication, public transportation and transportation infrastructure, employment, housing, recreation and sports, education, built environment and general accessibility. 



Method: Types of Disabilities 
Wheelchair Use
Mobility impairments 
Hearing impairments
Sight impairments 

Cognitive disabilities 
Invisible disabilities
General disability
Not disability specific
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I reviewed those documents looking for those aspects of life and whether they address these types of disabilities. These disabilities include wheelchair use, mobility impairments, hearing and seeing impairments, cognitive and invisible disabilities. 



Findings
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After conducting the document review I found that over half of the plans address the built environment, with less than half addressing housing, delivery and receipt of goods and services and public transportation and transportation infrastructure.Most of the municipal plans addressed all aspects of life except for information and communication. The LUB’s addressed the built environment and lacked addressing the others. The provnical acts and regulations addressed various aspects of life as well. 
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The top three disability categories that are considered in the plan and policy documents are wheelchair use, mobility impairments and not disability specific and sight impairments (thus showing that many plans and policy documents want to improve access but do not state who for)I found that the Municipal plans do not address invisible disabilities or cognitive disabilities. The plans do address wheelchair use and mobility impairments more than any other disability. Overall, there were gaps in addressing various aspects of life for specifc disabilities and disability in general. 



Strengths
Built Environment, Public Transportation, & Housing 
Wheelchair Use, Mobility Impairments
Draft Centre Plan
HRM’s Metro Transit Universal Accessibility Plan
NS Disability Support Program Policies
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Overall, there are strengths within the documents along within many weaknesses where areas of improvement need to be addressed. Specifically, the documents have a strength in addressing the built environment, public transportation and house, wheelchair use, mobility impairments and the documents that address a variety of aspects of life and disabilities are listed here. 



Weaknesses
Employment, information & communication, education 
Invisible disabilities, cognitive disabilities, & disabilities in 
general
Most LUB’s
NS Municipal Government Act & Charter
NS Education Act
Downtown Halifax Secondary MPS
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There weaknesses lie within most of the LUB’s, the MGA, Disabled persons commission act, education act and downtown Halifax secondary MPSAfter identifying these weaknesses I have listed here some recommendations to improve the state of inclusion and sustainability for persons with disabilities. 



Recommendations 
to Improve 

Inclusivity & Social
Sustainability

1. Improve accessibility discourse 
taught in the education system 

2. Improve Accessibility Awareness
3. Embrace community champions 

and community groups to create 
change to improve accessibility

4. Ratify existing policies and plans 
to improve inclusion
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Here are the four recommendations. To improve the level of accessibility discourse taught within the post-secondary education system. Specifically in planning and architecture courses. This may improve how future practioners accomplish their work Improve accessibility awareness. Creating awareness programs to share knowledge and educate the public around accessibility discourse to improve inclusion would help to remove current barriers that people face on a day-to-day basis. This will help to remove attitudinal barriers. Embrace community champions and community groups to create change to improve accessibility. The Accessibility Act would not be what it is today without community groups and community champions pushing the agenda forward to make legislation the progressive and high goal achieving it has become. Ratify existing policies. Since there are these gaps within the legislation municipal plans, LUB’s, acts and regulation and other documents should be ratified to addresses these gaps that will limit barriers from occurring within our society. 



Thank you 
FINAL REPORT COMING SOON
SIOBHAN EVANS
SIOBHAN.EVANS@DAL.CA
905.875.9437
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Thank you for your time today. My final report is in the midst of editing and if you wish I can distribute in the next couple weeks. Again, thank you for this opportunity. 
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